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Purpose
This document outlines Cal OES’ GIS standard ArcGIS Online Groups practices to serve as a guide to local, tribal, state, and federal partners providing geospatial support to emergency management activities in California.

Intended Audience
The intended audience for this document is California emergency management GIS stakeholders, including local, tribal, state and federal emergency management partners and other non-governmental supporting partners.

ArcGIS Online Groups
Cal OES organizes AGOL Business Groups into Organizational Groups and Public Groups. The Organizational Groups are for sharing data, web maps, web apps, and documents with internal Cal OES personnel and partner agency stakeholders. Organizational Groups require an invitation to join the group.

Public Groups are for sharing data, web maps, web apps, and documents with the general public and are searchable via common search engines. Public Groups do not require an invitation to join.

To learn more about how Cal OES uses AGOL Groups and how to join a Group, please refer to the Cal OES GIS Concept of Operations and How to Join a Cal OES AGOL Group at www.caloes.ca.gov/gis.

Questions? Please email gis@caloes.ca.gov